Race and Environment Resources

PRIMERS:


- Hopkins, Hop, “Racism is Killing the Planet,” Sierra June 8 2019 https://www.sierraclub.org/sierra/racism-killing-planet# XuKICKk5Dtu.twitter (useful for discussing this very phenomenon in terms of arc of the Sierra Club, here, here, and here).

Research


Dillon, Lindsey and Julie Sze, “Police Power and Particulate Matters,” English Language Notes, 54, 2, 2016, 13–23.


Jackson, John, and Nadine Weidman, Race, Racism, and Science: Social Impact and Interaction, Rutgers UP, 2006.


Purdy, Jedediah, This Land is Our Land: The Struggle for a New Commonwealth, Princeton UP, 2019.


----. His VITAL compendium, here: [https://kylewhyte.cal.msu.edu/climate-justice/](https://kylewhyte.cal.msu.edu/climate-justice/)


Settler Colonial Studies to Environmental Humanities

Primer: https://unsettlingamerica.wordpress.com/2014/06/06/settler-colonialism-primer/

Research


-----. “‘The President Stole Your Land’: Public Lands and the Settler Commons.” Special issue on Public Lands, *Western American Literature*, 54, 1, 2019, 49-62.


King, Tiffany. Labor’s Aphasia: Toward Antiblackness as Constitutive to Settler Colonialism,” *Decolonization: Indigeneity, Education & Society*, 10 June, 2014


Simmons, Kristen, “Settler Atmospherics,” Member Voices, *Fieldsights*, November 20 2017,
https://culanth.org/fieldsights/settler-atmospherics


Far-Right Environmentalism, Eugenics, Ecofascism


Primary texts (examples of eugenics & ecofascism, not analysis)
* Hardin, Garret, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” 1968
* Robertson Wilmot, The Ethnostate, 1992
* Renaud Camus, Renard, The Great Replacement, 2011
* Crusius, Patrick, “The Inconvenient Truth,” 2019

Research
Black, Edwin, War Against the Weak: Eugenics and America’s Campaign to Create a Master Race, Dialog P, 2012.
Reid Ross, Alexander, Against the Fascist Creep, AK Press 2017.
Serwer, Adam. “White Nationalism’s Deep American Roots,” The Atlantic April 2019


Staudenmaier, Peter and Janet Biehl, Ecofascism Revisited: Lessons From the German Experience, AK press, 2011.


----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------

**POPULAR SOURCES**

Mary Heglar’s running list of Green Voices of Color,
List by the Queer Ecology reading group at Ohio State U, &
“Read Up on the Links Between Racism and the Environment,” New York Times full text here:

**Articles and Essays**

Grist links the response to protests against environmental degradation with protests against police violence.

Dany Sigwalt, a co-executive director of an umbrella group of activist organizations called Power Shift Network, argued in an essay published on Medium that “the way that we win on mitigating climate change is to enforce government accountability to its citizens and right now, that means fighting for justice for George Floyd.”

The Twitter list called Green Voices of Color, curated by the writer, Mary Annaïse Heglar, is a good place to find writings by people of color.

The marine biologist Ayana Elizabeth Johnson, writing in the Washington Post this week, urged her white colleagues in the climate movement to challenge the racial inequality intertwined with the climate crisis. “I need you to step up,” she wrote. “Please. Because I am exhausted.”

These connections are not new.

In 1982, in what is widely seen as the dawn of the environmental justice movement, a predominantly African-American community in Warren County, N.C., led a civil disobedience campaign
against plans for a toxic dump site. That and other such campaigns were documented in “Dumping in Dixie,” by Robert D. Bullard, with whom we spoke for our climate newsletter this week.

The sociologist Dorceta E. Taylor chronicled several other cases across the country in “Toxic Communities: Environmental Racism, Industrial Pollution, and Residential Mobility.”

In 1987, the United Church of Christ’s Commission for Racial Justice published a pioneering report documenting the disproportionate number of hazardous waste sites in communities of color across the United States.

And in 2018, we profiled the Rev. Dr. William J. Barber II, who has made environmental justice and climate change a central pillar of his campaign to redress poverty and racism.

The long attention to the problem doesn’t mean it’s gone away. Lead contamination in Flint, Mich., is regarded as a textbook example, with a long tail of suffering: Its school system has been struggling with a sharp rise in neurological and behavioral problems among its students, as this story in The Times chronicled.

It’s worth rewinding to the history of the environmental movement, as well. In the United States, at least one stream of the green movement has a racist history, as Jedediah Purdy wrote about in The New Yorker in 2015. And some environmental groups have had to reckon with racism in their membership, as Brentin Mock wrote in Outside Magazine wrote in 2017.

Though it’s not an article or book, also useful for the discussion about how to rebuild this country is Heather C. McGhee’s TED Talk about how racism has driven bad public policy for years in this country. In the era of a hotter planet, she told me this week, we have a chance to rewire the economy in an explicitly anti-racist way.

Beyond the United States, I wrote how a series of crippling droughts had devastated the region’s poorest, most vulnerable people in East Africa. My colleagues and I wrote about a massive coal-fired power plant built on land that belonged to some of India’s poorest farmers. In coastal cities, how to face a rising sea depends almost entirely on the accident of your birth.

**Books**

A deeply human meditation on racism and environmental havoc is Sarah M. Broom’s memoir about her family’s home in New Orleans, called “The Yellow House.”

The writings of Amitav Ghosh have repeatedly explored the impact of environmental degradation on people who are powerless, from the novel, “The Hungry Tide,” to his series of essays in “The Great Derangement: Climate Change and the Unthinkable,” to his latest novel, “Gun Island,” in which wildfires, freakish storms, mudslides and the sinking city of Venice hold a mirror to the climate chaos of today.

The unequal impact of climate change is chronicled in a collection of essays, poems and stories called “Tales of Two Planets.” One of its finest pieces is by Mariana Enríquez, who describes growing up in Buenos Aires, on the banks of one of the most polluted rivers in the world, the Matanza-Riachuelo.

In September 2002, a group of policemen who were drunk on power forced nineteen-year-old Ezequiel Demonty, a teenager who lived on the Riachuelo’s banks, to jump into the river. They were
after him for a false complaint of robbery, and they decided to torture him before they arrested him. The body appeared by the Victorino de la Plaza bridge, the same one I used to cross with my family when I was little.

In 2014, near an offshoot of the Matanza river, seventeen-year-old Melina Romero’s body was found. Her murderer and rapist left her in a garbage bag. The newspaper headlines said that she ‘didn’t go to school’ and ‘liked to go out at night.’ They often illustrated the articles with a selfie of the girl crying in the mirror, her eyeliner running, her cheeks stained with black tears.

Finally, the one piece I go back to again and again is the prescient Earthseed series by Octavia E. Butler, and especially the first book, “Parable of the Sower.” Its protagonist, Lauren, feels the pain of others, which is a lot of pain in California in 2024, when the book is set, amid racist violence, government corruption and acute water scarcity.